
 

BOOKING TRAVEL AND ACCOMMODATION FOR THE CELTIC CONFERENCE ON  
THURSDAY 26TH MARCH 2020 

 
Arranging transportation to the Celtic Conference is an integral part of the overall conference. 
 

 
FLIGHTS 
To ensure you get the most out of the day we recommend that you arrive on specific flights as there 
will be coach transfers taking you to the venue. 
 
Booking 
Some flights operate with relatively small aircraft which means availability could become quite tight 
so in view of this we would strongly recommend that you make bookings as far in advance as 
possible, which can also mean lower prices. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Flight times 
Below we have listed the most appropriate flights but should you wish to travel from an airport not 
listed then please feel free to contact the travel department for further assistance.   
 
Cardiff is the closest airport but flights are limited. Bristol Airport is just over an hour away by road 
so Bristol options have been given as an alternative.  
 
For those wishing to travel the day before the conference the outward flight options would be: 
 
Wednesday 25th March 
 
Belfast Flights 
 

BE4551 Belfast City/Cardiff 0705/0815 

U2442 Belfast International/Bristol 0840/0945 

U2448 Belfast International/Bristol 2050/2200 

 
Glasgow Flights 
 

LM227 Glasgow/Cardiff 1945/2100 

U2402 Glasgow/Bristol 0845/0955 

U2406 Glasgow/Bristol 1640/1750 

U2408 Glasgow/Bristol 2020/2130 

 
Edinburgh Flights 
 

BE4501 Edinburgh/Cardiff 0720/0850 

BE4505 Edinburgh/Cardiff 1435/1600 

BE4507 Edinburgh/Cardiff 1840/2005 

Pharmacy Management operate a booking service on your behalf.  A limited number of seats 
have been reserved on the Belfast and Edinburgh routes. Should you wish to make use of 

these or wish to make bookings on any other route please contact 
pm.travelconsultant@pharman.co.uk. Payment can be made by credit card. 
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U2422 Edinburgh/Bristol 0845/0955 

U2426 Edinburgh/Bristol 1455/1610 

U2428 Edinburgh/Bristol 1725/1840 

U2432 Edinburgh/Bristol 1910/2025 

 
Aberdeen Flights 
 

BE7631 Aberdeen/Cardiff – stops at Tees Valley 1150/1450 - DIRECT         

KL1440 
KL1059 

Aberdeen/Amsterdam 
Amsterdam/Cardiff 

0600/0840 
0930/0945 

KL1444 
KL1061 

Aberdeen/Amsterdam 
Amsterdam/Cardiff 

1055/1330 
1640/1655 

KL1448 
KL1069 

Aberdeen/Amsterdam 
Amsterdam/Cardiff 

1725/2000 
2120/2140 

LM45 Aberdeen/Bristol 1800/1925 - DIRECT 

KL1442 
KL1051 

Aberdeen/Amsterdam 
Amsterdam/Bristol 

0900/1135 
1255/1310 

KL1448 
KL1057 

Aberdeen/Amsterdam 
Amsterdam/Bristol 

1725/2000 
2050/2205 

 
Thursday 26th March 
 
Belfast Flights 
 

BE4551 Belfast City/Cardiff 0705/0815 

U2442 Belfast International/Bristol 0840/0945 

 
Glasgow Flights 
 

KL1470 
KL1059 

Glasgow/Amsterdam 
Amsterdam/Cardiff 

0605/0845 
0930/0945 

 
Edinburgh Flights 
 

BE4501 Edinburgh/Cardiff 0720/0850 

U2422 Edinburgh/Bristol 0845/0955 

 
Aberdeen Flights 
 

KL1440 
KL1059 

Aberdeen/Amsterdam 
Amsterdam/Cardiff 

0600/0840 
0930/0945 

 
The return flight options will be as follows: 
 
Thursday 26th March 
 
Belfast Flights 
 

BE4554 Cardiff/Belfast City 1345/1455 

U2447 Bristol/Belfast International 1910/2020 



 

 
Glasgow Flights 
 

LM228 Cardiff/Glasgow 2130/2245 

U2407 Bristol/Glasgow 1835/1950 

 
Edinburgh Flights 
 

BE4508 Cardiff/Edinburgh 2035/2200 

U2431 Bristol/Edinburgh 2055/2205 

 
Aberdeen Flights 
 

KL1062 
KL1451 

Cardiff/Amsterdam 
Amsterdam/Aberdeen 

1725/1950 
2120/2150 

LM46 Bristol/Aberdeen 1955/2120 

 
Flights highlighted in yellow will not arrive before the conference starts. 

 
ARRIVING BY AIR 
 
Coaches 
Coach transfers are being arranged to transfer delegates to the venue.  To guarantee a place it is 
essential to pre-book.  Please ensure you notify us at pm.travelconsultant@pharman.co.uk if you 
wish to travel on the coach.   
 
Speakers arriving on Wednesday 25th March coaches will be timed to meet the following flights: 
 
Wednesday 25th March 2020 – to the venue 

Flight Route Arrival time at airport 

BE4551 Belfast City/Cardiff 0815 

BE4505 Edinburgh/Cardiff 1600 

 
For delegates arriving on Thursday 26th March coaches will be timed to meet the following flights: 
 
Thursday 26th March 2020 

Flight Route Arrival time at airport 

BE4551 Belfast City/Cardiff 0815 

BE4501 Edinburgh/Cardiff 0850 

 
Return transfers have been arranged as follows: 
 
Thursday 26th March 2020 

Flight Route Departure time from venue 

U2447 Bristol/Belfast International 1630 

BE4508 Cardiff/Edinburgh 1645 

 
 
 
 

Please ensure you notify us at pm.travelconsultant@pharman.co.uk if you wish to travel on 
the coach.  Pre-booking is essential to guarantee a place. 
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T9 bus 
If you intend to make your own way from the Airport the best way would be to take the T9 bus 
service from outside the terminal building.  Take this service to Cardiff City Centre.  The venue is 15 
minutes’ walk from the City Centre.  Buses operate approximately every 30 minutes with a journey 
time of about 45 minutes. 
 
Taxis 
Taxis are available outside the terminal with a journey time of approximately 30 minutes depending 
on traffic.  Approximate cost is £35.00 each way. 
 

ARRIVING BY RAIL  
 
Cardiff Central is the most suitable station for the conference as most Inter City services will call 
here.  It will take around 15 minutes to walk to the conference.  
 
Taxis are available outside the station.  Taxis cost around £8.00 depending on traffic. 
 
Cardiff Queen Street is a closer station which is mainly served by services along the Valley Lines.  No 
long distance Inter-City trains serve this station but it is 10 minutes’ walk to the venue and you may 
connect onto Queen Street services at Central. 
 
Should you require specific train information please contact the travel department at 
pm.travelconsultant@pharman.co.uk 
 
Coaches 
Coach transfers are being arranged to transfer delegates to the venue.  To guarantee a place it is 
essential to pre-book.  Please ensure you notify us at pm.travelconsultant@pharman.co.uk if you 
wish to travel on the coach.   
 
Thursday 26th March 2020 

 Station Departure time from station 

All trains Cardiff Central 0800 

 
Return transfers have been arranged as follows: 
 
Thursday 26th March 2020 

 Station Departure time from venue 

All trains Cardiff Central 1645 

 
 
 
 
 

Please ensure you notify us at pm.travelconsultant@pharman.co.uk if you wish to travel on 
the coach.  Pre-booking is essential to guarantee a place. 
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